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AGREEMENT 
This Agreement, made this day ? of February 2004, by and between the CITY OF 
LACKAWANNA SCHOOL BOARD on behalf of the City School District, hereinafter referred to 
as the "Board", and the LACKAWANNA TEACHERS FEDERATION, hereinafter referred to as 
the "Federation." 
WHEREAS, it is the intent and purpose of the parties to set forth herein the basic agreement 
covering wages, terms and conditions of employment to be observed between the parties hereto. 
The parties agree that all negotiable items have been discussed during the negotiations 
leading to this agreement and therefore agree that negotiations will not be opened on any item 
whether contained herein or not until a new contract is negotiated. 
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS 
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS 
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OR BY PROVIDING 
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTTVE UNTlL THE 
APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIYE BODY HAS GIVEN ITS APPROVAL. 
NOW, THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed as follows: 
RIGHTS OF PARTIES 
0101 RECOGNITION 
The Board recognizes the Teachers Federation as the "exclusive** bargaining agent for all regular 
classroom teachers including nurse teachers, librarians, special teachers, part-time teachers, department 
h& and attendance teachers, bu! excluding supervisory and other personnel whose salary is based on the 
. . dmmaative index. 
0102 DEFINITIONS 
1. The term "T# when used herein shall refa to all professional employees represented 
by the Federation as defined above in Section 0 10 1. 
2. lie term "Board" and "Federation** shall include representatives appointed officially by 
authorized officers of each party. 
3. The tenn 'Superintendent** when used shall include any person with the power to act in 
his/her behalf. 
4. The tenn "PAC', meaning Professional Advancement Committee, in this agreement, shall 
refer to the teachers s e l d  or appointed to represent the Federation on a system-wide basis. 
5.  The term "PABC", meaning Professional Advancement Building Committee, in this 
agreement, shall refer to the teachers selected or appointed to represent the Federation in a given school 
building. 
0103 DURATION OF CONTRACT 
The provisions of this agreement shall be ef fdve  for the years 2000/2001, 2001/2002, 
2002/2003,2003/2004,2004~'200~ and 20051'2006 and shall contihue in 111 force until June 30,2006 and 
firom year to year thereafter until a new contract is negotiated within the term of this agreement. 
0104 TEACHER, FEDERATION AND BOARD RIGHTS 
1. Repfe~entation. 
a) Each Building will have a Professional Advancement Building Committee 
consisting of a maximum of three (3)Tshers h m  that building selected by the Federation 
b) The Federation W fiunish the names of the PABC to each respective Building 
Principal in writing and a master copy of the mimes of all the PABC members to the Superintendent of 
, Schools. 
c) The Principal and the PABC shall meet at least once per month, after the regular 
school day, at the request of either party, to discuss the implementation of existing policies, the provision 
of this agreement, conditions which will constnactively benefit the instructional program in that building, 
and any proposed changes that are desired which will benefit instruction consistent with the terms of this 
contract 
d) Federation President 1 Vice President Released Tie: The President andlor Vice 
President of the Federation may be granted permission to leave hisfher assigned building, after the 
President's andtor Vice President's teaching responsibilities have been completed, for the pupose of 
Feddon  business elsewhere within the School District, with the prior approval of the 
Building Principal. 
e) The Building Principal may reschedule the Resident's professional assignments 
SO long as such rescheduling does not interfere or conflict with the regularly scheduled classes or 
assignments of other Teachers and will not adversely affect the proper fmctioning of the school. 
Appmval must be granted by the Superintendent of Schools. 
Reasonable notice must be given to the Superintendent except in ar 
emerge=Y. 
The Principal of the building that will be visited or hisher representative 
shall make amngements to confa with the above mentioned for. I 
reasonable period of time. 
The Federation Representative shall report to the Principal upon arrival. 
The Federation Representatives agree that these visitations shall not b, 
abused 
f )  Whenever representatives of the Federation required by the Superintendent to 
participate during school hours in meetings, they shall suffer no loss in pay. 
2. Federation Rights. 
a) Each party shall. make available to the other, upon req- and within a reasonable 
time, information in its possession as may be relevant and necessary to effect the putpose of tt I 
Agreement. Availability of information and records shall be during business hours and shall not interfe ! 
with the nonnal operation of the business office. 
b) The F e d d o n  shall have the right to post notices of its activities and matters of 
fe on concern on bulletin boards which are provided in each school building. The Federation may 
use Teachers' mailboxes for communications to Teachers. Anno~Cernent~ of meetings may be listed in 
individual school activity bulletins. 
c) No Teacher shall be prevented h m  weaxing insignia, pins and other identiflation 
of reasonable size of membership identification in the Federation 
d) The Superintendent or hislher representative and the representative designated by 
the Federation shall meet regulariy, on a monthly basis, to discuss matters relating to the provisions of this 
agreement and other mattas of concern relating to the School Wet If either party is unavailable, the 
meeting shall be rescheduled by mutual agreement. 
e) The Federation shall be given an opportunity, after the conclusion of the building 
faculty meeting, to make announcements to Federation activities 
f) The Federaton shall be placed on the agenda of the orientation program for new 
Teachers. 
g) The Fedemtion shall have the right to use school building fkilities and equipment 
for normal Federation business, pursuant to existing practices and policies, provided that such use shall 
not interfere with the regular day or night school program. 
3. Teachers' Rights. 
a) No existing Board policies, imtrwtions or handbooks shall in any way limit the 
rights granted herein to Teachers. Any pomon of existing documents that is inconsistent with this 
agreement is voided. 
b) The performance of the Teachers' duties shall not be interfered with by non 
professional persoml. 
(1) Classroom repgits performed by maintenance and custodial staff7 whicl 
are disruptive to the teacher, will be avoided during school hours, excep 
for emergencies 
(2) The School District shall not deny employment to a Teacher by allowing 
an outside, Certified Teacher or instructor to teach on a regular! 
scheduled basis, W-time, in lieu of the reguhrly eniployed C d e '  
Teacher.. 
c) If a Teacher is qmmaded or disciplined by hisiher supervisor for Wurc i 
professional performance, such Teacher shall have the right to request a meeting with the Supervisor t 
further discuss the matter. Either party may request the presence of representatives of the Federation and 
Superintendent. If a Teacher is to be reprimanded or disciplined by his/her Supervisor for Murc i, 
professional performance, the Supervisor will first advise such Teacher that Wshe shall have the right 1 
request a meeting with the Supervisor to fiather discuss the matter. The Supervisor will inform the 
Teacher that he/she may request the presence of representatives of the Federation and the Superintendent 
A Teacher may request a Federation repmentative to be available for a Superintendent 
level conference a d  be called in only if the meeting may lead to disciplinary action. 
d) No Teacher will be disciplined, reprimanded, reduced in rank or compensation or 
deprived of any professional advantage without just cause. 
e) Ifa Teacher is sued as a result of any action taken by the Teacher while acting ' 
the discharge of hisfher duties within the scope of hisher employment, the Board will provide legal 
~0-1 through the School Attorney and render the necessary assistance. The Teacher shall notify the 
Superintendent immediately when such action is brought against him/her. In the event notice is submitted 
to the Board mnceming a Teacher, the Teacher will be notified by the Superintendent 
f) All Teachers shall be entitled to attend, Eree of charge, all athletic events 
performed in the School District. 
g) Whenever a Teacher is absent fiom school as  a result of personal injury caused by 
an accident omming in the course of his/her employment, hdshe will be paid hidher fidl salary for the 
period of such absence but not for a period longer than three (3) months or extending beyond the end of 
the school year- Such absence shall not be charged to hismer accumulated sick leave. Whenever a Teacher 
is absent from school as a result of a personal assault due to an assault by students, non-students andlor 
parents occurring in the course of M e r  employment, heishe will be paid his/her 111 salary for the period 
not to extend beyond the end of the school year. Such absence shall not be charged to his/her accumulated 
sick leave. Any compensation reknbufsement will be consigned to the School District by the insur@ 
agency while the Teacher is receiving 111 salary. During the summer months, only compensation payment 
wil l  be paid the Teacher. 
(1) Accident or assault shaU be immediately reported to the office of the 
Superintendent through the Principal. 
The Board reserves the right to designate a Doctor to examine the Teacher 
to d-e if the condition, arising out of the accident or assault, is 
preventing said Teacher h m  performing hidher duties. 
These benefits may be extended upon recommendation of the 
Superintendent and the approval of the Board 
h) It is recognized and agreed that there is a continuing need to review discipline 
policies and procedures and to that end, the parties agree to appoint members to a committee to examine 
this area The Teacher has the right to remove any p q d  whose behavior repeatedly disrupts the learning 
atmosphere of the class. The pupil shall not be readmitted until the Teacher has conferred with the 
principal or krsistant Principal involved. The ppnl rball not be retumed to the same class uutil the 
Teacher and A dministrator have discussed the basis on which improvement can be expected Lf it is 
m d y  agreed that the pupil's behavior cannot be expected to improve, another placement will be 
provided. 
i) The Teachers shall receive instructions and directions only from professional 
supervisory personnel. All system wide policy changes, directives, o r d a  affectiag Teachers' work& 
conditions and compensation must be signed by the issuing authority and distributed to the Teachers 
before they become effective. Such changes in tams and conditions of employment will be discussed with 
the Federation jnior to being issued. 
j) When complaints by parents of students arc directed toward a Teacher, tbc 
Principal shall notify the Teacher as soon as practicable. 
k) Federation released time exclusive of retirement delegates shall consist of fifteen 
(1 5) days per year total, five (5) of which the Federation will reimburse the District at the appropriate rat 
of substitutes. The Federalion will notify the District of any such requested released time as soon a 
practicable. 
1) Representation at parent conferences. 
4. Board Rights. 
a) There is reserved exclusively to the Board all responsibilities, powers, rights and 
authority, expressly or inherently vested in it by the Law and Constitution of the State of New York and 
the United States, excepting, where expressly and in specific terms limited by the provisions of this 
agreement. 
b) It is agreed that the Board retains the right to establish and enforce, in accordance 
with this agreement and its authority under the Law, reasonable rules and personnel policies relating to the 
duties and responsibilities of Teachers and their working conditions. 
c) If any provisions of the agreement are,. or shall at any time be contrary to Law, 
such provision shall not be applicable, performed or enforced except to the extent permitted by Law. In 
the event that any provision of this agreement is or shall be contrary to Law, all other provisions of this 
agreement shall cofitinw in 111 force effect. 
0201 RENEGOTIATION 
Either party may submit a request for negotiations on or before February 1,2006. The parties shall 
meet no later than February 15,2006, for submission of a negotiation agenda This agreement shall be for 
the School Years 2000-01,2001-02,2002-03,2003-04,2004-05 and 2005-06. 
0301 DEFINITION AND PURPOSE 
a) Should any difference arise between the Board of Education and the Federation as to the 
meaning and application of the provisions of this agreement or because of an event or condition which 
affects the conditions or citcUmSt8nces under which a Teacher works, caused by misinterpretation or 
inequitable application of established policy or the terms of this agreement, there shall not be any 
suspension of work on account of such cWkmws, in accordance with the provisions of the Law, but an 
earnest effort shall be made to settle them promptly and in accordance with the provisions of the 
agreement in the manner hereinafter set forth The parties at any stage shall have the MI authority to 
resolve the grievance. 
b) If the decision of the District representative in any level of the grievance procedure, witl 
respect to a grievance, shall not be appealed to the next level within the specified time for such appeal 
such grievance shall be considered settled on the basis of the decision made by the District representative, 
and the Teacher or Teachers covered by such grievance shall not have any fiather right or remedy wid 
respect to any claim or matter covered by such gxievance, except as otherwise provided in this apemen? 
The specified time may be extended at any level by written mutual agreement between the parties 
c) Ifagrieva~is~edand~tbepoecsedbdomthemdofthrhoolycar,rm&- 
between the Superintendent or its representative and the Federation shall be held within ten (10) days p i c  
to the start of New Yo& State Regent. examinations for the pqmse of establishing a time schedule in an 
attempt to resolve the issue contained under such grievance. 
(1) LEVEL # 1: If an aggrieved Teacher believes that he or she has a justifiable 
request or complaint, he or she may discuss such request or complaint with W e r  PrincipaVSupexvi~~ 
with or without a Federation representative being present, as he or she may elect, in an attempt to settle the 
matter, on an oral basis. In the event the matter shall not become ibe subject of a written grievance, it rhall 
not be used to constitute a precedent in the settlement of grievances in other situations in this area 
If a complaint or request has not been satisfactorily resolved, it can be presented in 
writing within five (5) working days and pmcesed if the Federation representative detemines that it 
constitutes a meritorious grievance. N o w  herein contained shall p~event any Teacher h m  f i g  and 
having an individual grievance processed throughout all levels .of the l'rocedure without the aid of the 
Federation provided, however, that the Federation is notified whenever such situation occurs in order that 
it might be present at all levels of the Procedure in order to render assistame toward a mutually 
satisfbctory settlement of the issue. 
In any event, except as otherwise expnssly provided in this Agreeznent, a 
grievance to be considered must be filed in writing with a PrincipaVSupervisor on a mutually agreed upon 
form, within f '  (15) working days after the date on which the hcts or event upon which such alleged 
grievance is based, shall have existed or "reasonably should have b m e  known" to the Teacher or 
Teachers affected thereby. The grievance shall be dated and signed by the Federation representative and 
Teacher or Teachers affected and should include such information and facts as may be of aid to the Board 
of Education and the Federation in aniving a! a fair, prompt and informed decision The 
RincipaUSupervisor must respond in writing within seven (7) working days. 
(2) LEVEL # 2: In the event the response of the PrincipaVSupervisor is unsatisfactory 
to the grievant, the grievance must be appealed to the Superintendent within ten (10) working days. If 
such grievance shall be appealed in writing, it shall be discussed within ten (1 0) working days in an e&n 
to settle it between the Federation representative and the Superintendent or a designated representative 
h m  his/her office. The discussion shall be held and the Superintendeat or hiher designated 
representative shall dispose of such grievance within not more than wen (7) working days after the datt 
on which such grievance shall have been discussed between the parties. 
If the Superintendent shall shall to p v i &  an opporhmity for discussion or fid to 
dispose of such grievance within seven (7) woIldng days, the Federation or Teacher may appeal suck, 
grievance to Level #3. 
(3) LEVEL # 3: If the SUperintendent.sbaU fbil to provide an opportunity for 
discussion of such grievance or the response does not settle the grievance, the grievance may be appeal& 
to Arbitration in accordance with the provision undcr the Public Employment Relations Ebrd, unless ar 
extension of time shall have been mutually agreed upon Action for appeal to Arbitration in the grievance 
pmcedue must be taken within twenty (20) days a h  the date such answer is provided by the 
Superintendent Either party may amend its position with respect to the issue when presented b e f o ~  thc 
Arbitrator. This is not to be construed to mean that the issue can be extended to include other agreemen 
violations beyond that which werr previously discussed in the grievance pmcedm. 
'Ihe decision of the Arbitrator will be restricted to whether the violation of thc 
agreement alleged in the grievance exists and, if a violation is found, hdshe shall have the authority tc 
interpret and apply the provisions of this agreement, but heishe shall not have authority to alter in any way 
any ofthe provisions in such agreement 'Ihe appointment of such hbitrator as hereinbefore provided ancl 
hidher decision on any matter, which shall have properly been r e f d  to him/her, shall be final am 
binding upon the Smtendent, the Teachers Federation and all Teachers concerned therein. 
The compensation of the Arbitrator for hidher services and expenses necessary to 
the determination of the grievance herin contended shall be shared equally by the Board and the Teachers 
F e d d o n  
0302 REPRISAL AND REPRESENTATION CLAUSE 
1. No reprisals of any nature will be taken by the Board or Federation against any aggrieved 
person or party in interest. 
2. Any grievant may be represented at any and all stages of the grievance pmedure, if h&e 
so chooses, by a party in interest. 
a) No Teacher-grievant shall be represented by any teacher organization other than 
the Lar:kawanna Teachers Federation 
b) When a Teacher is not represented by the Federation, the Federation shall have the 
right to be present at all stages of the grievance p o d = ,  and state its views only if requestad by the 
aggrieved. 
0303 MISCELLANEOUS - GRIEVANCE 
1. If a grievance affkcts a group of Teachers, the PAC may submit a grievance in writing 
directly to the Swtendent within 15 working days after the date on which the faEtE or events upon 
which such alleged grievance is based, shall have existed or reasonably should have become known to the 
Teachers af%ected thereby. From that level on, it shall follow the grievance procedure as outlined in 
Section 0301. 
2. a documents, communications and records dealing with the pmxssing of a g r i e w  
will be filed separately h m  the perso~el Hes of the participants and will not become a part of the 
personnel files. 
3. Forms for filing grievances, serving notices, taking appeals, mking reports am 
~mmendations, and other necessary documents will be jointly prepared by the Board aud Federatio~ 
a d  given appropriate distribution so as to facilitate operation of the grievance procedure. These forms 
will be made available to the PAC Chairman at the beginning of each school year. 
4. Regularly scheduled monthly grievance meetings shall be held following the close of th - 
regular school day. 
5. Grievant shall not resort to litigation until the grievance procedures have been exhausted. 
0401 DEFINITIONS 
1. "Seniority" as defined in the Lackawanna City School District shall be as follows: 
a) Seniority rights will begin accruing at the effective date of employment 
b) A year of seniority will accrue at each subsequent anniversary date. 
c) Time on unpaid leaves of absence will be subtracted h m  the total service time. 
d) If two (2) or more people result in a tie, then the policy adopted by the Boerd I 
Education will prevail. 
e) The District shall provide the Federation with a seniority list no later than F e k  
28m of each year. This list will reflect the current seniority as of February 1'. 
2. A "Permanent Teacher" is one who has completed the probationary period and met State 
Certification requirements. 
3. A b'Pn>bationary Teacher" is one who bas been hired by the Board for a maximurn of three 
(3) years dess  otherwise notified. 
a) Shall be evaluated and rated by supervision 
b) Written evaluations are to be sent to the probationary teachas by the Supervisor 
and are also to be forwarded to the Superintendent. 
C) No lo or 286 year probationary Teacher will be dismissed for inadequate 
performance unless two (2) written evaluations of said Teacher have been conducted on a periodic basis 
. . during each school year by admmwdve staff who will wmmunicate to the Teacher and Federation any. 
apparent deficiencies and suggested methods to remedy the situation 
d) No derogatory material relating to a Teacher's conduct, service, characta or 
personality will be placed in hismer personnel file unless the Teacher will acknowledge that heishe had the 
opportunity to review such material by afljixing M e r  si- to the copy to be filed 
(1) The Teacher will have the right to submit an answer to such material and 
h i h e r  answer shall be reviewed by the Superintendent of Schools. If then, the material is to be entered 
into the Teacher's file, the Teacher's answer shall be attached thereto. 
(2) Teachem will have the right, upon request, during business hours to review 
the contents of their personnel files. 
e) The observation and written evaluation will be reviewed with the Teacher within 
five (5) school days after the observation. The Teacher will sign the written evaluation form solely to 
si& that hdshe has read it, and a copy of the report will be given to himher. The Teacher shall have the 
opportunity to submit Wher written comments to the report and to file them with the report in the 
Teacher's persoml file. 
4. Leave Teachers. ' 
All Leave Teachers, assigned and unassigned, shall receive health insurance (Sectior 
0601.3) benefits and accumulated sick leave, the same as a regular Teacher. All Leave Teachers appoint& 
- h m  a preferred eligible list will receive'dental and prescription benefits. 
5. Leave Vacancy. 
a) A Teacher who is employed for a period of one (1) sem- or more to fill : 
vacancy for a regulat Teacher who is onkave. 
b) Such a Leave Teacher shall be placed on an agreed upon salary schedule iL 
accordance with M e r  employment contract with the Board. 
6. Postingad Senidty. 
a) If a Teacher on lean does not leturn to the anploy of the District at the expimi011 01 
tbeleave,avacarrcysballbedeemedtosdstdtheva#mcyshoddbeposted 
b) Seniority rights shall not apply to a leave teacha d e s s  and until Wsht receiw 
pro~onary-  
7. Laid OiTTeachers 
Iht District will provide all Teachers with notice of possible lay-ofi and confirmation c " 
lay-ofh or continued employment as soon as possible. 
It is the understanding between the parties that Teachers who have been laid-off by tl 
District due to the abolition of positions will maintain the following benefits while awaiting recall to tl 
District: 
a) They will be placed on the substiMe Teacher pool and called for work or 
a rotating basis with an equitable distribution throughout the pool. 
b) They will have first preference for positions opened by Teachers who art 
on leave, when said leave is to be at least a term in length. 
c) Notification of r d  shall be made by certified mail. 
d) They will be eligible to maintain insurance benefits in accordance with thc 
existing school policy regarding health and life insurance. 
e) All such leave appointments shall terminate no later than 'June 3om, -1 
8. Part-time Teachers. 
benefits as outlined in this agreement in'accordance with the following schedule: 
TEACHING LOAD ./o OF ALL BENEFITS % SALARY 
................. ............ .......................... One (1) Period. 20% . ..20?? 
Two (2) Periods ........................ W?' ........................................... 40% 
Three (3) Periods ...................... W?' ........................................... 60% 
Four (4) Periods ........................ 80% ........................................... 80% 
b) Regular part-time teachers will be hired and placed on a Step (step 1 or it: 
equivalent) of the teachers salary schedule (pro-rated). 
c) A regular part-time teacher will move one (1) step on the schedule for evay tw< 
(2) years of service to the District 
d) The regular part-time teacher's work schedule will be assigned, if possible 
consecutive time periods of the work day. 
e) At any time, should more work assignments become available in the regular 
part-time teachers area, the school district will not be required to post these additional assignments. It is 
Md& between the parties that this additional work will be offered to the regular part-time teacher in 
order to fill out their schedule and work toward making the position a fU-time situation. 
f )  Regular part-time teachers will enjoy the leave provisions under Article V of the 
Agreement. This leave will be pro-rated to the percentage of salary, d i c h  they m i v e  and shall 
sumula te  h m  year to year. Should this teacher be given fU-time employment, the accumulated p 
rated leave will carry over to their W-time leave position. 
g) The salary and benefits take into consideration not only the actual number of 
assignments, but also a p h d i  of planning time necessary to accomplish the wo& a break wher 
appropriate, and other time spent by the teacher to accomplish hidher assignment (contact with ~ t s  
other teachers, and additional assistance to students). 
h) The above benefits shall be provided at the option of the teacher. 
9 A teaching assignment is a daily instructional assignment 
j) AU regular part-time teachers shall be afforded all rights under the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement except as modified in this agreement 
9. Department Heads. 
One Depariment Head position will be available for each of the following Departments: 
a) FineArts: 
Art 
Music 
b) Occupational Education 
Mathematics and Computers 
Science 
LanguageM 
E n g l i s h  
Library 
Guidance 
Social Studies 
Health and Physical Education 
Special Fducation and Speech 
Foreign Language 
Teachers in the above Departments will have the opportunity to elect a teacher at the end of th 
school year from that Department to serve as Department Head for the coming school year. Suc! 
Department Head will receive compensation for serving in such position as delineated in Schedule " B  a 
this Agreement, if such person serves in that position for the entire year. Otherwise, compensation will b 
p r a t e d  to actual service. 
0402 WORK DAY 
1. The Board and the Federation recognize and agree that a Teacher's responsibility t, 
hisher students and profession generally entails the performance of duties and the expenditure of tim 
beyond the scheduled work day and at a time when schools are not open, but that a schedule would b 
established representing the n o d  times a Teacher is expected to be in school. 
It is agreed and understood that nothing contained herein shall restrict the right of the Board to 
reschedule such how when and if the need should arise whereas such hours must be changed due to 
rescheduling of school buses or when the general w e h  and operation of the Schools would require such 
a change. 
2. Staff Meetings. All Teachers will be required to attend and remain to the conclusion of all 
district-wide meetings. 
3. Teachers, by mutual agreement with the Principal, may be assigned appropriate starting 
times and d.hmkd times provided that their total work day shall not exceed seven (7) hours and fourteen 
(14) minutes. This additional twenty-four (24) minutes wiU not be contact time for Elementary and 
htennediate Teachers but wiU be used for professional development Teachers shall be entitled to a duty- 
& lunch period, of not less than thhty (30) minutes 
In o&x to have . . 4. 've control which will ensure the protection and safety of 
students and professional staff members, pmdures for this puxpose will be assigned and implemented by 
the PABC and the Principal of each building. 
5. Parent confaences will be prescheduled and whenever possible shall be held within the 
normal work day. 
0403 SCHOOLYEAR 
1. Theworkyearsballnotexceed187workdays. 
2. The work year shall extend &om September 1' to June 30". Teachers are required tc 
provide only a telephone number where they can be reached after the last day of school up to and 
including Juw 3oh. 
3. Elementary Released Time: One-half day in January if exams are held and a maximum of 
two half days in June if agreed upon by majority of the buildmg planning team, building principal and the 
Superintendent. 
4. Effective the 2004105 school year, the winter/s'pring recess shall be consistent with the 
Erie 1 BOCES Calendar. 
In addition to the above recess, the District shall provide in its school calendar a day ofl 
with pay for all unit members on the Friday before Memorial Day weekend 
The Federation will make every effort to insure that the 180 day student instnrctior: 
minimum is met as provided by # 3604 of the N Y S  Education.Law. 
0404 TEACHER EXTRA DUTY 
1. Teachers shall be notified at least (24) twenty-four hours in advance of the date of ttx 
confeffnce, remediation, or advanced Preparation, except in an emergency. 
2. Teachers may be required to supervise, without additional compensation, not more h 
two (2) student firnctions per school year. 
3. Hall duty assignment shall be required when deemed essential by the Building Principa 
without added compensation on an equitable rotating basis. 
0405 PREPARATION TIME 
All Teachers will have at least one (1) preparation period each day during which they will not b 
assigned to any other duties. 
0406 TEACHER ASSIGNMENT 
1. Academic subject area secondary school Teachers will be assigned five (5) instructional 
periods and one (1) student supavision period each day. 
2. Secondary school Teaders will not be nquired'to teach more than two (2) subject areas 
nor more than three (3) teaching preparations within said areas at any one time. 
If it becomes necessary for a Secondary Teacher to have more than three (3) prepadons, 
the Building Principal and Teacher(s) affected will attempt to reach a mutually agreeable compromise on a 
casebycasetmsis. 
3. Special Education Teachers responsible for writing of student IEP's shall be allowed one 
(1) duty-fke day at the time of e o n  for this purpose. 
0407 ADDITIONAL EXTRACURRICULAR ASSIGNMENTS 
1. Compensation for extracurricular activities beyond that stipulated in Section 0404 will be 
in accordance with the schedule as indicated in the salary schedule. 
2. The Building Principal shall post all available positions for the extracurricular activities 
0408 UNAVAILABILITY FOR WORK 
1. The Administration shall make every effort to obtain substitute Teachers as necessary. 
2. Teachers shall be informed of the telephone number which they must call at least 
forty-five (45) minutes befbre the start of their workday to report their unavailability, giving reasons In 
every event, if possible, the Teacher should call the evening before. 
a) Failure to report off may result in the loss of a day's pay. 
b) An individual's repeated failure to report off by the indicated times above will 
result in the loss of pay. 
c) Failure of a Teacher to n o w  a Principal of readiness to return to duty K how 
before the school day terminates, will suffer loss of one (1) day's day for each offense. 
3. Teachers' requests for substitutes will be honored, whenever possible. 
0409 NON-INSTRUCIIONAL DUTIES 
Tbe Board and the Federation acknowledge that a Teacher's primary responsibility is to teach and 
that hidher energies should, to the extent possible, be utilized to this end. Therefore, teachers will be 
required to perform the following minimal n o n - W o n  duties: 
1. Collection of fimds for charitable organizations shall be limited to no more than twice per 
Year- 
2. Inventoryins and classoom storage of instructional materials 
3. Maintain attendance data 
0410 TRANSPORTATION OF PUPILS FOR SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 
Teachers will not be required to drive pupils to activities which take place away h m  the school 
building. Teachers may do so volpntarily with the advance approval of the Principal or immediate 
Supexvisor. In such event, the Teacher will be relieved of all personal liability for an accident which may 
occur in connection with said trip. The Teacher will be compensated at the rate as established by the 
Board of Education. 
041 1 NOTIFICATION OF TEACHING ASSIGNMENT 
1. All Teachers will be notified in writing of the adopted Teachers' salary schedule for the 
coming year after the adoption of the.budget. 
2. Each Teacher will be notified of hWher salary, step placement, credit hours, years of 
service and sick leave accrual as soon as practicable. 
. 3. Teachers will be notified in writing of the schools to which they will be assigned, the 
grades andlor subjects they will teach and any special or unusual classes that they will have for the coming 
school year by June 15' if possible. 
0412 INTERSCHOOLTRAVEL 
In arranging schedules for Teachers who are assigned to more than one school, an effort will be 
made to limit the amount of interschool travel. Such Teachers will be notified of such changes in their 
schedules as soon as practicable. Adequate time will be allowed for travel between schools exclusive of 
lunch and preparation periods 
0413 NEWLY APPOINTED PERSONNEL 
1. The Superintendent shall assip all newly appointed personnel to their respective areas 
and buildings and specific assignments shall be made by the Principal of the building. 
2. The name, date of appointment, step placement (including hours and degree status) will be 
forwarded to the Federation within ten (1 0) days of Board action. 
0414 FIUlING VACANCIES 
1. The Fedexation President and Building Delegate shall receive a copy of all postings. 
2. Voluntary T d e r .  
a) (1) A tenured Teacher who desires a change in position, grade level, subjeci 
assignment or transfer to another building, within hisher tenure area, shall file a written request with the 
Superintendent of Schools no later than t i hen  (15) days after the date of the posting. Such change, when 
granted, shall normally be made effective as of September I* of ttae new School Year. 
(2) Such request shall state the position, grade level, subject or building to 
which the Teacher desires to be assigned. The Superintendent of Schools shall maintain records of such 
quest .  AU such requests on file shall be closed out annually. 
b) Assignment other than on September l* of the new School Year may be 
considered by the Superintendent of Schools if h d e  deems it to be in the best interest of the School 
District 
3. When a vacancy occurs in the area for which the trader has been quested, such 
applicants shall be considered for the vacancy by the Superintendent of Schools. The applicant shall be 
notified in writing of the final action taken within five (5) days of the decision 
4. In the determination of requests for voluntary assignment andlor transfer, every reasonable 
attempt shall be made to take into consideration the conveniences and the wishes of the individual 
Teacher, providing they do not conflict with the instrW:tional requirements and the best interests of the 
school system. 
5. If more than one Teacher has applied for the same position, the best qualified Teacher for 
fhgf position shall be appointed as determined by the Superintendent of Schools If qualifications a~ 
equal, then seniority shall prevail. 
0415 INVOLUNTARY TRANSFERS 
1. Since some involunCary transfkrs may be made in order to strengthen the instructional 
program, notification and discussion with the individuals involved will be made as soon as practicable. 
2. When an involuntary transfer is necessary, a Teacher's certification and' length of service 
in the LackawaMa School District will be considered as one (1) fktor in determining which Teacher is to 
3. An involuntary transfer shall be made only after a meeting between the Teacher involved 
and the Instnrctional Adrmrustrato . . r involved for that and the sending and receiving Principals a1 
which time the Teacher will be notified of the reasons for the action. 
4. If the Teacher objects, then he/& shall submit a letter, indicating the objections, to the 
Superinterident of Schools. Thc Superintendent shall respond in writing. 
0416 VACANCIES IN POSITION 
1. As soon as possible, the Superintendent shall post, in all school buildings, a list of tht 
Teacher vacancies which will occur in the following school year. Vacancies known to exist prior to the 
opening of the second semester shall be posted as soon as possible. Posting of a vacancy is not required if 
a Preferred Eligible List occurs at the time of vacancy. 
2. All vacancies in positions, including specialists a d o r  special projects Teachers and 
positions in programs funded by the Federal Government shall be posted in every school setting forth a 
general description of the quakticalions for the position, including the duties and salary. 
3. When school is in session, such notice shall be posted as Iir in advance of f i h g  the 
position or not later than f3km (1 5) calendar days before the position is to be filled. 
4. Teachers who desire to .apply for such vacancies shail submit their applications in writing 
to the Superintendent within the time specified in the notice. 
5. If a vacancy occurs during the summer months, the Supintendent d4.l noti@ the 
President of the Federation. Teachers who.wish to apply for such vacancies shall comply with the above 
paragraph 
0417 PROMOTIONAL POSITPONS. 
I .  De6nition: Positions paying a salary differential a d o r  positions on the administrative- 
supervisory level, including but not limited to positions as Supervisor, Director, Principal, Assistant 
Principal, Department Head and Counselor. 
2. AU appointments to the aforesaid vacancies and openings shall be made based on 
qualifications, experience, seniority, demonstrated ability and competency. 
3. Administrative positions which reflect a reorganization of present administrative and 
supervisory staff and which are to be filled h m  existing ahumtmb . . 've and supervisory staff only, and 
which are subject to the ba%aining agreement of the administrative and supervisory staEexclusively, are 
exempt h m  the posting section of ARTICLE 04 14 (1) and 041 6 (1) of this Agreement 
4. 'Ihe District shaU notify the Federation President of the intended reorganization at 1- 
thirty (30) calendar days prior to the Board action of such reorganization. 
0418 OBSERVATION AND EVALUATION - TENURED TEACHERS ONLY 
1. The observation and evaluation of tenured teachers shall be conducted in accordance with 
the Annual Professional Performance. Review Plan adopted by the Board of Education effective July 1, 
2001, except that in Part ID, Section B, subparagraphs 1 through 5, the word "Should" shall be replaced 
with the word bbWill", so that the section reads 
B. Post-observation Evaluation Report 
i. Will be prepared for all scheduled observations of a duration of 
thirty minutes or more. 
ii. Will provide the teacher with opportunity for input and reaction 
iii. Will be shared with teacher within 5 days of observation 
iv. Will identi@ strategies for improvement if necessary. 
v. Will give suggestions based on data collected during the 
observation. 
2. Teachers will have the right upon request, during business hours, to review the contents of 
their personnel files. 
3. a) No derogatory material relattng to a Teacher's conduct, service, character, or 
personality will be placed in hidher personnel file unless the Teacher will acknowledge that Wshe had the 
opportunity to review such material by aflkhg W e r  signature to the copy to be filed. 
b) The Teacher will have the right to submit an answer to such material and hislher answer 
shall be reviewed by the Superintendent of Schools. If then the material is to be entered into the Teacher's file, the 
Teacher's answer shall be attached thereto. 
4. The observation and written evaluation will be reviewed with the Teacher within five (5) 
school days after the observation. The Teacher will sign the written evaluation form solely to signifi that helshe 
has read it, and a copy of the report will be given to himiher. The Teacher shall have the opportunity to submit 
written comments to the report and to file them with the report in the Teacher's personnel file. 
0419 SPECIALTEACaERS 
1. Every attempt will be made to have special Teachers and adequate staff for all grade levels. 
2. Review of the adequacy of such senrices shall be subject to discussion at mectinp as indicated in 
Article I, W o n  0104, Paragraph 2 (d). 
\, 
0420 PUPIL BEHAVIOR . . 
The apptond Bead policy relative to pupil behavior d e f k  procedures that will guide both the Teacha 
and the Ahinhator. Consultation may take place between the Teacher and the administration prior to the 
Administrator rendering hislher decision. 
0421 CLASSSIZE 
Every effort will be made, provided that no emergency exists (Teachers availability and space), to remain 
within the following maximum class sizes: 
1. Special Education Classes - State Law Requirements. 
2. Elementary Classes - Not to exceed 30 
3. Secondary Classes - Not to exceed 150 students per day for purpose of instruction. 
4. Exceptions: Keyboafiling, physical education, music, study hall. 
0422 CLASSROOM SUPPLIES 
1. It is the understanding between the parties that classroom supplies and teaching equipment 
are an important and necessary element to the classroom Teacher in properly presenting the cumculum to 
the student. Therefore, all requisitions for classroom supplies'approved by the Building Principal or 
Department Heads will be forwarded to the Business OSce. 
2. At such time as budgetary consideration requires deletions of teaching equipment andlor 
supplies, the Business Office shall so inform the Building Principal andlor Department Heads. 
3. The Building Principal or Department Head shall every reasonable effort to infonn the 
Teachers within their buildings of any major revision of the requisitions and shall, if possible, have the 
Teachers involved make known their recommended priorities of purchases 
4. The Business OSce shall make every reasonable attempt to consider the recommended 
priorities, but shall retain the authority to disapprove a d o r  eliminate any of the requisitioned items. 
5. The intention and purpose of such an u d m t a d n g  is to inform the Teacher of the 
availability of classoom supplies andlor equipment that might be available for or during the school year. 
0423 TEACHER-MENTOR PROGRAM 
The District and the Federation agree to form a committee with an equal number of District 
Federation representatives whose charge shall be to develop a Teacher-Mentor program for the District. 
The Committee shall meet within one month of the signing of this agreement. The Committee shall 
develop a program within one year of the signing of this agreement and shall present its plan to the 
Superintendent of Schools. The Superintendent shall then provide the committee with his comments, and 
will make a recommendation which is subject to approval by the Federation and the Board of Education. 
-- 
0501 PERSONAL ILLNESS 
1. Permanent, probationary and leave Teachers will be allowed eleven (1 1) days of sick leave 
at fidl pay each school year. 
2. Teachers shall start with the above provision upon the fmt day of school. Any unused sick 
days will accumulate to the following year. Sick leave days, at M pay, may be accumulated up to a 
maximum of 260 days. A Teacher may elect to use up to 25% of these accumulated days to pay for health 
insurance upon retirement. 
3. For prolonged illness, extension of sick leave with pay, beyond the accumulated total, 
shall be upon the recommendation of the Superintendent and approval of the Board. 
4. A- five (5) or more consecutive work days of illness, the Teacher may be required to be 
cleared for duty by a physician. 
5. A Teacher, on becoming ill during the regular school day, will not be docked a day's sick 
leave for leaving at any time during the regularly scheduled wok day as authorized by the Building 
Principal, unless a substitute Teacher is called in to take that Teacher's place for the remainder of the day. 
6. Sick Leave Bank 
a) The established sick leave bank shall be administered and processed by the 
Federation 
b) Each Teacher who wishes to participate will contribute into the sick bank, three 
(3) days upon entry to the bank and one (1) day in each succeeding year. Teachers who participate may be 
required to contribute additional sick days, at any time, as determined by the Federation 
c) Teachers who desire to enter the sick bank may do so upon the determination of 
the Federation and upon such terms and conditions as the Federation shall determine. 
d) A Teacher who is a participant in the sick bank and who has exhausted 'all 
accumulated sick leave and all other accumulated time standing to hi* credit may apply, after a five (5) 
wok day waiting period, for a sick leave of absence to the F e d d o n  
e) In the event such leave is granted (no more than six (6) grants annually in thirty 
(30) day increments or one hundred eighty (180) days total for continuous illness), the Federation will 
noti@ the District of the number of sick days granted to said Teacher and the District will pay to the absent 
Teacher one (1) day's pay for each day of authorized leave. There will be deducted fbm the sick bank one 
(1) day for each day of sick leave which is granted. 
f )  The Federation will promptly now the Didct of the names of Teachers who are 
members of the sick bank and the number of days contxibuted by each Teacher. 
W 2  ILLNESS IN THE IMMEDIATE FAMILY 
1. Accumulated sick leave days will be cbarged against absence for illness in the immediate 
family, however, it shall not ex& a total of five (5) school days in any one (1) school year. 
2. Immediate M y  is defined as: husband or wife, child or parent A relative living in the 
same household (nursing home) shall also be defined as a member of the immediate family. 
0503 ABSENCE: FOR SPECIAL CONDITIONS 
Authorized absence may be granted to leave, probationary and permanent Teachers under the 
following conditions: 
1. OfEicial Business: For official School District business, upon the recommendation by the 
Superintendent and approval of the Board of Education, will be with 111 pay. 
2. Conferences and Workshops: For attendance at profasional meetings, upon the 
recommendation by the Superintendent and approval of the Board; will be with full pay. 
a) If a Teacher desires to attend a conference or workshop and is not the designated 
or approved delegate, the Teachery at hidher own expense, to promote his/her own professional growth 
and development may use up to duee ( 3 ) days for this purpose to be charged against hidher accumulated 
leave days. An authorized Teacher shall inform the building Rincipal two weeks pior to his/her 
attendance at said conference or workshop. The Principal will rgake arrangements for a substitute Teacher 
(when a substitute is necessary) in the same manner he arranges for substitute Teachers in case of persod 
days. 
b) Approval of such leave quest m y  be !him3 by the Principal when leave 
requests, falling on any day, endanger the prow fUnction of the school. 
3. Jury Duty or Other Services Required by Law: Jury Duty, or other SerYices requind by 
law, court ordery subpoena or other governmental authority beyond control' of the individual and 
necessitating absence h m  duty will be with full pay. 
a) Upon condition of such service, hdshe shall be nxpd, when fkb l e ,  to 
perform duties of histher position 
b) Teacher shall receive full pay. 
c) This subdivision shall not apply to performance of duty by Teachers elected to 
public office. 
d) This subdivision does not apply to a Teacher who is a litigant. 
4. Religious: Past Board practices shall govern. 
5. Death in Immediate Family: As defined in Section 0502.2 for a period not to exceed five 
(5) consecutive work days at fill pay with no deductions h m  accumulated sick time allowance. 
a) Three (3) consecutive work Uays at full pay for a death of a mother-in-law, father- 
in-law, grandparents, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, brother or sister. 
b) One (1) day at fill pay for death of uncle, aunt, niece, nephew and grandchild 
c) Proof of death may be required by the District upon request. 
6. Gradmion: To attend hidher own graduation or the graduation of the spouse or child at 
the college level. Such leave shall be for one (1) day at full pay.. 
a) If travel time is required, up to two (2) days may be granted by the Superintendeht 
of Schools and such additional time being deducted &om accumulated sick leave time. 
7. Urgent Personal Business: 
a) Three (3) days shall be allowed without deduction in salary. Personal days not 
used shall be added to their sick leave days. 
b) Written reason for personal day notification shall be made to the Principal or 
Supervisor at least three (3) days prior to the day of leave except in cases of emergency. 
c) The personal leave shall not apply on the day before or day after any such schoo 
calendar holiday unless approved by the building Principal. 
d) Approval for personal leave request may be disapproved by the Principal when the 
number of personal leave requests filling on any one day endangers the proper hctioning of the school. 
8. Political Leave: 
Upon request, a permanent Teacher shall be granted a political leave. 
a) The Board shall extend to the Teacher who is elected or appointed to a public 
ofice, a leave of absence, without pay, up to a two-year leave. An extension of such leave may be 
extended by Board approval for a period of up to two (2) additional years. 
b) At the conclusion of the political leave of absence, the Teacher shall be returned to 
the same or comparable position only, at the start of the semester on September la  or February la. Such 
Teacher shall not receive or be entitled to step placement d t  or other benefits while on such leave. 
0504 GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Sick leave days accumulated prior to a leave of absence approved by the Board shall be credited 
upon return. 
0505 LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
Leaves of absence will be mted to Teachers for the following reasons and under the stated 
cbnditions: 
1. Association Business: One Teacher may be gmted a leave to engage in 10~4 state or 
national association activities 
a) Leave may be up to two (2) years, without pay. Extension is subject to Board 
b) Selection will be by one of the above organizations. 
c) Salary increments will be credited during the period of the approved leave. 
2. Professional Leave: A Teacher may be granted a leave to serve with the Peace Corps. 
Vista, National Teacher C o p  or as an Exchange Teacher, on a full-time basis. 
a) Leave may be up to two (2) year~ without pay. 
b) Teacher must have five (5) years or m o ~  of service. 
c) Salary increments wiU be credited during the period of the approved leave. 
3. Military Leave: Section 243 of the Military Law, State of New York, shall govern all 
military leaves. 
4. MatemityIChild Care Leave: Child Care Leave without pay wid be granted to Teachers in 
accordance with the following p d u f e s :  
a) The Teacher will give reasonable notice to the Superintendent of Schools of the 
date the leave is expected to be taken and the expected date it is tp be terminated 
b) If the employee desires to change the termination date of the leave and return to 
work, heishe may do so provided a reasonable time shall be granted to the Superintendent (normally not 
more than ninety (90) or less than thirty (30) days in ofder to reschedule the Teacher's retun to work 
c) Unless an extension is quested by the Teacher d granted by Board of 
Education, the Child Care Leave shall not exceed two (2) years. 
d) Teachers on Maternity Leave shall be entitled to use their accumulated sick leave 
in axmhce with Section 0501 for that period of time in which they are totally disabled and could not 
perform their normal teaching function 
5. Personal Leave: Upon written application, an excusable absence of less than one (1) 
semester, without pay, may be granted by approval of the Superintendent and the Board 
a) The leave may be extended one (1) year, upon application, by the Board 
b) The leave may be terminated earlier upon recommendation of the Superintendent. 
c)  The Superintendent is authorized to adjust the date of return from such leave to 
with the beginning of a school term. 
6. Personal Reasom: A leave, without pay or increment, of a minimum of one (1) semester 
and a maximum of two (2) semesters may be granted for personal reasons at the discretion of the Board. 
a) The leave must be recommended by the Superintendent. 
b) The request must be in writing. 
7. General Provisions: 
a) AU benefits to which a Teacher was entitled at the time hidher leave of absence 
commenced will be restored upon hidher return. 
b) He/she will be assigned to the same position, if available, or a comparable one. 
c) All requests involving leaves shall be in writing. 
d) Board action relative to leaves shall be in the ii-ihu'a 
0506 SABBATICAL LEAVE 
I .  Objectives: 
a) To improve the quality of our educational program. 
b) To make it possible for Teachers to re- and improve themselves, acadcmicaily 
and/or physically. 
c) To provide a means whereby personnel can prepare for additional responsibility. 
2. Reasom: 
a) Formal Graduate Study - a minimum of twenty (20) graduate hours will be 
required for two (2) semesters leave and ten (10) for one (1) semester leave in an accredited graduate 
school. An official transcript will be submitted upon completion. 
b) Independent Research - undertaken in coIlSUltation with the Superintendent of 
Schools. 
c) Writing a doctoral thesis. 
d) Educational travel or other pursuits planned in consultation with the 
Superintendent of Schools. 
3. Eligibility: 
Fully certified professional personnel who have completed not less than seven (7) 
~~nser:utivc years of full-time service with the Laciwanna School W e t  immd&ly prior ta 'us 
request for such leave. 
4. Limitations: 
a) A limit of three (3) sabbatical leaves may be granted each year to the teaching 
b) Seniority shall be a &tor in detmmm . . gselection . 
c) The Board and/or Superintendent may establish priorities for programs in specific 
areas which are important to the total education program of the school system. 
5. Other Employment P d t t e d :  
a) By the Lackawanna Board when an essential school fimction would otherwise be 
jeopardized 
b) By an outside employer if such employment is part of a fellowship or assistantship 
related to the purpose of the leave. 
c) Total earnings for the pen'od of the sabbatical leave shall not exceed the amount ol 
the full regular salary of the staff member on leave. 
6. Compensation: 
StaB members granted sabbatical leave will .be compensated to the extent of their fdl 
salary for a leave of one (1) semester and one-half salary for two (2) semester duration 
7. Application: 
a) Applications will be made in wriring through the school Quildki Rincipai to the 
Superintendent of Schools. 
b) They must be submitted w later than February I* in the school year prior to thc 
year for which thc leave is requested. 
c) Of5cia.l application forms will be available in each building. 
8. Sabbatical Leave Committee: 
a) Shall be composed of six (6) members: three (3) to be appointed by thc 
Superintendent of Schools and three (3) by the President of the Federation 
b) Shall review all applications forwarded to the Superintendent 
c) Shall submit their findings to the Superintendent of Schools witl 
recommendations and priorities, based on a majority vote of the committee. 
d) The final committee report shall be submitted in writing to the Superintendent by 
March 1 *. 
9. Find Disposition: 
The Superintendent of Schools will review the findings and forward his/her 
recommendation, along with the committee's report, to the Board of Education for final approval. 
10. Professional Obligations: 
a) Staff members granted leaves shall submit a final written report indicating the 
extent to which the objectives of the leave have been met. 
b) This leave is given with the understanding that the recipient wil return to the 
District and continue to serve for a period of not less than two (2) years. A recipient Wing to llfill his 
obligation will repay the District onequarter (114) of this total leave pay for each semester of service not 
performed. 
1 1. Board Obligations: 
a) Sabbatical Leave of absence shall be considered service to the system for purposes 
of step placement, salary and retirement eligibility. 
b) While on Sabbatical Leave, the Teacher's group insurance premiums, retirement 
and any other professional advantages of employment in the District shall continue as if the Teacher wen 
P-t 
0601 SALARY SCHEDULE 
1. Maw Schedule, see attached. 
2. Schedule B, see attached 
 unit members who retired on or before September 1, 2002 shall receive a $500.00 
payment 
nK District will provide direct deposit of biweekly salary checks upon reaipt of a written 
request h m  a member of the bargaining unit. This provision will be effective upon agreement by the 
parties to an implementing procedure. . 
3. Health Insurance: 
a) Ef fdve  July 1,2003, the District will pay one humhd (1 W?) percent of the 
premium cost of Community Blue I1 with dependent~student .rider to 19/25 and 5/15/35 prescription m 
pay. In the event the provider discontinues the 5/15/35 prescription CO-pay, the District shall provide the 
then most equivalent -pay prescription that is available. Members who wish to enroll in the traditional 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield or any 'nigher price8 h d t h  s!-al! pay t! A S e r e e r e m  in the cost of the 
pranium between the cost of Community Blue I1 above and their selected plan. 
b) Teachers who retire shall be permitted to continue health insuratlce coverage 
through the District by payment to the District of the premium cost until Medicare and Medicaid ~ 
available to such Teachers. 
c) Teachers who do not receive health care coverage h r n  the District, shall be paid 
twenty-five (25%) percent of the .premium by the Di*ct. Effdve  July 1, 2003, said reimbursemen1 
shall not exceed $1,500.00 annually. This payment shall be made in the last pay period of the school year. 
d) Beginning with the first pay period in April, 2005, all unit members receiw 
health insurance benefits pursuant to this section shall contribute $5.00 per pay per single subscriber and 
$10.00 per pay per family subscriber by payroll deduction for said benefits. 
Teachers who elect the option of receiving 26 paychecks pursuant to 0601 (8) shall, 
nevertheless, make these contributions in 2 1 pay p e r i d  only. 
4. Grow Life Insurance: The E3oad of Education will continue to pay the fidl cost of the 
premium inslning each Teacher in the amount of F- T h o k d  ($15,000.00) Dollars. 
5. Retirement Incentive: In addition to the existing retirement incentive (Step 15, Option A 
or Option B), the District will offer the follawing: 
a) The District will pay an equal amount to the cost of the single premium for health 
insurance of Independent Health Encompass A with the Seven ($7.00) Dollar -pay generic prescription 
plan (premium set on date of signing) for LTF members wfio n$ire over the life of the contract until they 
attain the age of sixty-five (65), provided that: 
(i) The member must have a minimum of fifteen (15) years of service in the 
District; and 
(ii) The member has accumulated a minimum of one hundred twenty (120) 
sick days at the time of retirement. 
b) The member may enroll in any health insurance plan offered by the District, but 
any additional costs h m  the plan described above will be borne by the member. 
c) A Memorandum of Agreement shall reflect agreement to incorporate the 
provisions of Step 1 5 benefits into .the Contract 
6. Benefit Trust: Starting July 1, 2003, a LTF Benefit Trust will be established by the 
Federation for its members. The District will contribute the following amounts to the Trust: 
a) Effective July 1,2003 $435.00 per unit member. 
b) Effective July 1, 2004 and each year of the contract thereafter $450.00 per unit 
member- 
For purposes of this provision, the number of unit members shall be determined and 
adjusted annually. This number will be established~based uporS the average number of unit members 
employed by the District during the p v i o u ~  school year. 
Payment to be made to LTF on or before July 1 5 ~  each contract year. 
7. Flex Plan: The District shall make available the benefits of a Cafeteria Plan (Flex Plan) 
pursuant to Section 125 of the LRS. Code. The Administrator of the Plan shall be mutually selected by 
the parties. Any start-up costs will be borne by the District. Administrative fees shall be split equally 
between the Federation members atxi the District. 
8. Twentv-six (26) Pavchecks: The Teacher may elect the option of receiving twenty-six 
(26) pay checks. 
9. First Pay: Teachers on Step 1 through Step 4 shail receive $500.00 for the first pay on the 
first Friday of the school year; Teachers on Steps 5 and above shall receive $600.00 for the first pay on 
the same date. The amount of the first pay for part-time teachers shall be paid pro-rata This is not 
additional salary for teachers. 
10. Emdovet Assistance Promam W): The District will establish and h d  a voluntary 
Employee Assistance Program with Federation input. 
0602 STEP ON SALARY SCHEDULE 
1. School Year - Definition: A year of teaching experience shall mean a minimum of one 
h u n M  sixty (160) days of service during a school year. 
2. Military Service: As per Military Law, #234 and #242. 
Vocational mrade Expei 3. ence): 
a) If the applicant has a college degreey then one (1) Step may be allowed for every 
two (2) years of full-time industrial work. 
4. S t e ~  15: It is agreed between the Board and the Federation that effective for the duration 
of the Contract, the District shall grant Step 15 to all qualifjlng Teachers represented by the Federation 
The tams and conditions contained in the Board Policy governing Step 15 shall be 
retained by the parties. 
0603 TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENT OF TEACHERS 
1. No Temwraw Assimments Outside of Certification: Except in emergency situations, 
there will be no temporary assignment of T e a c h  to areas outsids heii certifidor~ 
2. ComDensation for Waf-Certification Amointment: If a Teacher is appointed to another 
' position on a temporary basis by action of the Board, hdshe shall receive the compensation that relates to 
that position. 
3. Effective September 1,2003, the District shall pay a salary stipend for those teachers who 
are substituting for administrators. This stipend shall be $25.00 for the 2003104 school year, $30.00 for 
the 2004105 school year and $35.00 for the 2005106 school year. 
0701 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
1. Professional Develo~ment Schedule: While the High School is on an eight (8) period 
schedule, a professional development period shall be implemented on a two (2) week cycle. Three (3) 
days of Week #1 will be devoted to a shucnned period, while two (2) days will be devoted to an 
unstructured period During Week #2, the schedule will be reversed. 
For Elementary Teachers (Pre-K through 6), professional development time will be 
provided during the Teacher workday. 
2. Workshobs. Conf&nces and Ekpenm: The Didzict agrees to pay the reasonable 
expenses incuned by members of the professional &in attending approved workshops, conferences and 
n k  professional impmvernent sessions as recommended by the Supexintendent of Schools and 
authorized by the Board. 
3. Teacher Reuuests for Professional Develomnent: Requests, by the staff members, for 
attendance shall be made upon official leave forms through the Principal or immediate Supervisor. 
4. Curriculum Council and Professional Develo~ment Reauests: The parties will work 
together in an attempt to establish a Curriculum Council. The Cuniculum Council shall make 
recommendations and foxward them to the Board for final disposition 
0801 DUES & VOTEfCOPE 
1. Dues Authorization: Authorization of dues deduction and revocation shall begin or 
ten- when the Board receives a signed form fiom an applicant or member. 
2. VoteKoue ~uthorizatibn: Authorization of VOTUCOPE payroll deduction and 
revocation shall begin or terminate when the Board receives a signed form fiom a teacher. 
0802 VERIFICATION LISTING 
1. Notification: The Board will provide to the Federation, no later than September 3 0 ~  of 
each year, a list of those employees who have voluntarily authorized the Board to deduct dues andlor 
VOTE /COPE. 
2. Notification of Changes: The Board will now the Federation of any changes in said list 
in the month that the change occurs. 
0803 AGENCY FEE 
1. Non-Members: The District shall deduct an agency fee fiom the compensation of 
employees who are not members of the Fedemtion, but are members of the Teacher's bargaining unit, in 
accordance with the provisions of Civil Service Law 208 as amended. All information as to amounts is to 
be submitted to the Federation. The Fedemtion agrees to hold the District safe and harmless because 01 
said deduction. 
2. Non-Member Coaches: An agency fee will be collected by the District h m  all non- 
member coaches at a rate of one (1%) p e r ~ ~ t  or Ten ($10.00) Dollars, whichever is greater. 
0804 ERRORS 
If, through inadvertence or error, the District f;?ils or neglects to make a deduction which is 
properly due and owing from a ba%aining unit member's paycheck, such deduction shall be made h m  
the next paycheck of the bargaining unit member and submitted to the collective bargaining 
representative. The District shaU not be liable to the collective bargaining representative, baqphbg unit 
member or any party by reason of the requirement of this Article for the remittance or payment of any sum 
other than constituting actual deductions made h m  employee wages earned 
0901 PRINTINGCOSTS 
Copies of this Agreement will be printed and a copy given to each professional staff member. The 
cost of printing shall be shared equally between the Federation and the District. 
0902 CONTRACT COVERAGE 
The provisions of this Contract shall cover all regular Teachers employed in this District 
represented by the Federation as defined in Section 01 0 1. 
d 
M WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands and seals this of 
February 2004. 
Superintendent o ~ h o o l s  
A 
a m c -  
1 
-dent - School Board 
&,C.L/ zCLIL;J  
Resident - Lackawanna Teachers' Federation 
SCHEDULE A 
GRADUATE HOURS 
Blocks of 6 Graduate HOUR 2003-2004 20042005 2005-2006 
SALARY DIFFERENTIAL FOR APPROVED STUDY 
1. The thirty (30) graduate hours required for a Masters Degree are reflected in the Salary 
Schedule. Hence, Teachers holding a Masters Degree will be compensated only for any additional 
graduate hours in excess of the thirty (30) hours required for the Mastem Degree. 
2. Each block of approved graduate hours, six (6)* will be compensated for in accordance 
with the above Schedule. The maximum number of graduate hours approved for salary purposes is ninety 
(90) hours. 
3. All courses of study must be approved by the Superintendent of Schools prior to enrolling 
in such course* if credit for salary purposes is 'desired. 
4. It is the responsibility of the Teacher to see thh satjsfictory evidence is submitted to the 
Office of the Superintendent on or before October ls or March lS , but the effective salary change takes 
place at the start of the semester- 
5. Changes in salary for approved study and for career increments will be made twice a yea- 
only: September 1 s and F e w  1 *. 
6. Persons holding a Doctorate will receive Six Hundred ($600.00) Dollars in addition to thr 
above Schedule. 
6-a) In-service hours eamed prior to the signing of the Con- shall be grandfathd for 
payment of graduate or in-service hours. 
6-b) All in-service hours earned after Contract signing (except for hours less than six (6) thc 
were eamed prior to Contract signing and hours earned thereafter to complete the block of six (6) hours, 
such block shall be grandfathered and paid as though all these hours were eamed prior to signing) shall br; 
payable as a one-time payment only in the year in which the block of six (6) is completed, at the rate c 
One Hundred ($100.00) Dollars per in-service hour. 
TEACHERS SALARY SCHEDULE 2000-2001 
STEP STEP 
BACHELORS SALARY SCHEDULE 
STEP 2000R001 2OOlROO2 2 W  2003 2003n004 2 ~ 0 0 5  2005/2006 
Sept. - 01 Sept. - 02 Feb. - 03 Feh - 04 Sept. - 04 Sept. - 05 
2% 2%+ 2% , 350% 3.50% 350% 
MASTERS SALARY SCHEDULE 
2003 
Feb. - 03 
2% 
2002/ 
Sept - 02 
2%+ 
2001R002 
Sept - 01 
2% 
STEP 200312004 
Feb. - 04 
- 3.50% 
2000R001 2004/2005 
Sept - 04 
350% 
2005R006 
Sept - 05 
350% 
SCHEDULE B 
2% 2% 2% 2% 
~00~2003  2003n004 2004~005 2005/2ooti 
AU Modified Sports $2,002 $2,042 $ 2,083 $ 2,125 $ 2,167 
AsstBaseballCoach $2,318 $2,364 $ 2,412 $ 2,460 $ 2,509 
Asst Basketball Boys $2,768 $ 2,823 $ 2,880 S 2,937 $ 2,996 
Asst Basketball Girls $2,768 $ 2,823 $ 2,880 $ 2,937 $ 2,996 
Asst Cheerleader Coach $1,727 $1,762 $ 1,797 $ 1,833 $ 1,869 
Asst Football Coach $3,452 
Asst Marching BandDirector $ 997 
Asst Boys Soccer Coach (JV) $2,525 
Asst Girls Sofiball Coach $2,318 
Asst Boys Swimming Coach $3,840 
Asst Boys Track Coach $2,591 
Asst Girls Txack Coach $2,591 
AsstBoysVolleyballCoach $1,917 
AsstGirlsVolleyballCoach $1,917 
Asst Wrestling Coach $3209 
Baseball Coach $3,571 
Basketball Coach Boys $4,613 
Basketball Coach Girls $4,613 
Bowling Coach $2,300 
Cheerleader Coach $2,308 
Color Guard Director $ 997 
Cross colmny Coach $3,040 
Department Heads $2,638 
Extxa-Classoom Treasurer $1,585 
Faculty Manager $ 5,023 
Football Coach $4,692 
Golfcoach $2,432 
Intramural SupervisorM $ 19.34 
Marching Band Director $2,656 
School Club Academic Advisor $1,145 
Soccer Coach Boys $3,623 
Soccer Coach Girls $3,351 
Softball Coach GirIs $3,571 
Stage Band Dimtor $1,145 
Stage Crew Director $1,145 
Swimming Coach Boys 
Swimming Coach Girls 
Tennis Coach Boys 
Tennis Coach Girls 
Track Coach Boys 
Track Coach Girls 
Trainer All Sports 
Volleyball Coach Boys 
Volleyball Coach Girls 
wrestlingcoach 
~ h k  Advisor 
Yearbook Financial Advisor 
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